The aim of this paper is to relate the theory of Harmonicity in sense KorevaarSchoen and Eells-Fuglede to the notion of a Brownian motion in riemannian polyhedra achieved by the second author. Firstly, we prove that Brownian motions is stochastically continuous Markov processes and consequently it has a unique infinitesimal generator on some Banach space. Secondly, we show that in some sense, the Brownian motion in Riemannian polyhedra has as an infinitesimal generator the "Laplacian". Finally, we show that harmonic maps, with target smooth Riemannian manifolds, in the sense of Eells-Fuglede, are exactly those which maps Brownian motion in Riemannian polyhedron into a martingale, while harmonic morphisms are exactly the maps which are Brownian preserving paths
Introduction.
It is well known that Brownian motions on Riemannian manifolds are intimately connected with harmonic functions, maps and morphisms. Indeed, a Brownian motion on a Riemannian manifold is defined as a diffusion process generated by the Laplace-Beltrami operator which is also the basic tool used in the theory of harmonic maps.
For instance, Darling in [8] studied the relation between the behavior of Brownian motions under maps between Riemannian manifolds and the "harmonicity" of the map.
The theory of harmonic maps between smooth Riemannian manifolds was extended by Korevaar and Schoen (see [18] ) to the case of maps between certain singular spaces as for example, admissible Riemannian polyhedra.
The Riemannian polyhedra are very interesting because are harmonic spaces and also provide several geometric examples as: smooth Riemannian manifolds, Riemannian orbit spaces, normal analytic spaces, Thom spaces etc.
The notion of harmonic maps and morphisms between Riemannian polyhedra was expanded by Eells and Fuglede in [11] .They give also, for the case when the target space is a Riemannian manifold, the same characterization for harmonic morphisms as Fuglede and Ishihara (cf. [17] ) did in the smooth case, using the "weak conformallity property".
On the other hand, a rigorous construction of Brownian motion on Riemannian polyhedra, was achieved by the second author in [4] .
Independently, Brin-Kifer in [7] , give a very nice construction of Brownian motion in the particular case of flat 2-dimensional admissible complexes.
The aim of this paper is to relate, in the case of Riemannian polyhedra, the theory of harmonic maps and morphisms developed by Eells-Fuglede in [11] , to the notion of Brownian motion on Riemannian polyhedra (see [4] ),in order to generalize Darlings results (see [8] or [19] ) for the smooth case.
Remark that the second differential calculus on Riemannian manifolds has no natural generalization on Riemannian polyhedra. But on the other hand all the theory of stochastic calculus is based on the second order differential calculus. Consequently, we are obliged to develop a new approach combining smooth theory with some hybrid methods.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2, for the sake of completeness, is an overview on Riemannian polyhedra, energy of maps, harmonic maps and morphisms, Brownian motion on Riemannian manifolds, martingales etc. In section 3, we prove that Brownian motions is stochastically continuous Markov processes and consequently it has a unique infinitesimal generator on some Banach space. The forth section is devoted to the behavior of Brownian motion under harmonic functions (in the sens of Korevaar-Schoen [18] ). The key of this characterization is to establish in some sense that the Brownian motion in Riemannian polyhedra has as an infinitesimal generator the "Laplacian" (Theorem 4.1).
In the last section we show that harmonic maps, with target smooth Riemannian manifolds, in the sense of [11] , are exactly those which maps Brownian motion in Riemannian polyhedron into a martingale (see Theorem 5.1), while harmonic morphisms are exactly the maps which are Brownian preserving paths (see Theorem 5.2).
Preliminaries.
This section is devoted to some basic notions and known results which will be used in the next sections.
Riemannian polyhedra.

Riemannian admissible complexes ([2], [5], [6], [9], [23]).
Let C be a locally finite simplicial complex, endowed with a piecewise smooth Riemannian metric g ( i.e. g is a family of smooth Riemannian metrics g S on simplexes S of C, such that the restriction (g S ) |S ′ = g S ′ , for any simplexes S ′ and S with S ′ ⊂ S). Let C be a finite dimensional simplicial complex which is connected locally finite. A map f from [a, b] to C is called a broken geodesic if there is a subdivision a = t 0 < t 1 < ... < t p+1 = b, such that f ([t i , t i+1 ]) is contained in some cell and the restriction of f to [t i , t i+1 ] is a geodesic inside that cell. Then define the length of the broken geodesic map f to be:
The length inside each cell is measured with respect to its metric.
For every two points x, y in C, defined(x, y) to be the lower bound of the lengths of broken geodesics from x to y.d is a pseudo-distance.
If C is connected and locally finite, then (C,d) is a length space and hence a geodesic space (i.e. a metric space where every two points are connected by a curve with length equal to the distance between them ) if complete.
We say that the complex C is admissible, if it is dimensionally homogeneous and for every connected open subset U of C, the open set U \ {U ∩ {(n − 2) − skeleton }} is connected, where n is the dimension of C (i.e. C is (n − 1)-chainable).
We call an admissible connected locally finite simplicial complex, endowed with a piecewise smooth Riemannian metric, an admissible Riemannian complex.
Riemannian polyhedron [11].
We mean by polyhedron a connected locally compact separable Hausdorff space K for which there exists a simplicial complex C and homeomorphism θ : C → K. Any such pair (C, θ) is called a triangulation of K. The complex C is necessarily countable and locally finite (cf. [22] page 120) and the space K is path connected and locally contractible. The dimension of K is by definition the dimension of C and it is independent of the triangulation.
If K is a polyhedron with specified triangulation (C, θ), we shall speak of vertices, simplexes, i-skeletons (the set of simplexes of dimensions lower or equal to i) of K as the image under θ of vertices, simplexes, i-skeletons of C. Thus our simplexes become compact subsets of K.
If for given triangulation (C, θ) of the polyhedron K, the homeomorphism θ is locally bi-lipschitz then K is said to be Lip polyhedron and θ Lip homeomorphism.
A null set in a Lip polyhedron K is a set Z ⊂ K such that Z meets every maximal simplex S, relative to a triangulation (C, θ) (hence any) in a set whose pre-image under θ has n-dimensional Lebesgue measure 0, n = dimS. Note that 'almost everywhere' (a.e.) means everywhere except in some null set.
A Riemannian polyhedron K = (K, g) is defined as a Lip polyhedron K with a specified triangulation (C, θ) such that C is a simplicial complex endowed with a covariant bounded measurable Riemannian metric tensor g, satisfying the ellipticity condition below. In fact, suppose that K has homogeneous dimension n and choose a measurable Riemannian metric g S on the open euclidean n-simplex θ −1 (S o ) of C. In terms of euclidean coordinates {x 1 , ..., x n } of points x = θ −1 (p), g S thus assigns to almost every point p ∈ S o (or x), an n × n symmetric positive definite matrix g S = (g S ij (x)) i,j=1,...,n with measurable real entries and there is a constant Λ S > 0 such that (ellipticity condi-tion):
for a.e. x ∈ θ −1 (S o ) and every ξ = (ξ 1 , ..., ξ n ) ∈ R n . This condition amounts to the components of g S being bounded and it is independent not only of the choice of the euclidean frame on θ −1 (S o ) but also of the chosen triangulation. For simplicity of statements we shall sometimes require that, relative to a fixed triangulation (C, θ) of Riemannian polyhedron K (uniform ellipticity condition), Λ := sup {Λ S : S is simplex of K} < ∞.
A Riemannian polyhedron K is said to be admissible if for a fixed triangulation (C, θ) (hence any) the Riemannian simplicial complex C is admissible.
We underline that (for simplicity) the given definition of a Riemannian polyhedron (K, g) contains already the fact (because of the definition above of the Riemannian admissible complex) that the metric g is continuous relative to some (hence any) triangulation (i.e. for every maximal simplex S the metric g S is continuous up to the boundary). This fact is sometimes omitted in the literature. The polyhedron is said to be simplexwise smooth if relative to some triangulation (C, θ) (and hence any), the complex C is simplexwise smooth. Both continuity and simplexwise smoothness are preserved under subdivision.
Energy of maps.
The concept of energy in the case of a map of Riemannian domain into an arbitrary metric space Y was defined and investigated by Korevaar and Schoen [18] . Later this concept was extended by Eells and Fuglede [11] to the case of a map from an admissible Riemannian polyhedron K with simplexwise smooth Riemannian metric. Thus, the energy E(ϕ) of a map ϕ from K to the space Y is defined as the limit of suitable approximate energy expressed in terms of the distance function
It is shown in [11] that the maps ϕ : K → Y of finite energy are precisely those quasicontinuous (i.e. has a continuous restriction to closed sets), whose complements have arbitrarily small capacity, (cf. [11] page 153) whose restriction to each top dimensional simplex of K has finite energy in the sense of Korevaar-Schoen, and E(ϕ) is the sum of the energies of these restrictions. Now, let (K, g) be an admissible m-dimensional Riemannian polyhedron with simplexwise smooth Riemannian metric. It is not required that g is continuous across lower dimensional simplexes. The target (Y, d Y ) is an arbitrary metric space.
Denote L 2 loc (K, Y ) the space of all µ g -measurable (µ g the volume measure of g) maps ϕ : K → Y having separable essential range and for which the map
e. locally µ g -squared integrable) for some point q (hence by triangle inequality for any point)
.
which is complete if the space Y is complete [18] . The approximate energy density of the map ϕ ∈ L 2 loc (K, Y ) is defined for ǫ > 0 by:
The function e ǫ (ϕ) 0 is locally µ g -integrable.
The 
consisting of all maps of finite energy of compact support in K.
Harmonic maps and harmonic morphisms on Riemannian polyhedra [11].
Let (K, g) be an arbitrary admissible Riemannian polyhedron (g just bounded measurable with local elliptic bounds), dimK = m and
loc (K, Y ) is said to be harmonic if it is bi-locally E-minimizing, i.e. K can be covered by relatively compact subdomains U for each of which there is an open set V ⊃ ϕ(U) in Y such that For any chart η : V → R n on N and any quasiopen set
holds for every k = 1, ..., n and every bounded function λ ∈ W 
Brownian motion in Riemannian manifolds [8], [12], [24].
Consider (Ω, A, P ) a probability space, (E, ε) a measurable space, and I an ordered set. By a stochastic process on (Ω, A, P ) with values on (E, ε) and I as time interval, we mean a map (see [12] , or [24] , or [8] ):
A family F = (F t ) t∈I of σ-subalgebras of A, such that F s ⊂ F t , for all s, t with s < t, is called a filtration on (Ω, A, P ) with I time interval.
Given a filtration F = (F t ) t∈I , a process X, admitting as time interval a part J of I, is said to be adapted to F , if for every t ∈ J, X t is F t -measurable.
A real valued process X is said to be a submartingale, with respect to a filtration F t fixed on (Ω, A, P ), if it has the following properties : a) X is adapted; b) each random variable X t is integrable; c) for each pair of real numbers s, t, s < t, and every A ∈ F s we have:
When the equality holds we say that X is a martingale.
A real-valued process X is said to be a continuous local martingale if and only if it is a continuous ( with respect to the time variable ) adapted process X such that each X t∧Tn χ {Tn>0} is a martingale, where χ is the characteristic function and T n is the stopping time: inf {t : |X t | n}.
A semimartingale is the sum of a continuous local martingale and a process with finite variation. If the process of the finite variation is an increasing one, the semimartingale is called a local submartingale.
Let M be a manifold with a connection M ∇, and X a M-valued process. Following Schwartz characterization (see [21] 
• a convex function f : U 3 → R.
The process X = (X t , F t ) is said to be a M ∇-martingale, if it is a continuous semimartingale on M (i.e. ∀f ∈ C 2 (M), f • X is a real valued semimartingale), and for all
is a local submartingale. F denote the previsible set
0 is the collection of stopping-times, associated to the process X and any M ∇-martingale tester, defined by:
Suppose M is a Riemannian manifold with Levi-Civita connection M ∇. A Brownian motion is characterized as a diffusion B = (B t
is a local martingale.
Brownian motions in admissible Riemannian polyhedra.
The Brownian motion in piecewise smooth Riemannian complexes, was obtained in [4] , as a weak limit of isotropic processes. This construction holds obviously also for the piecewise smooth Riemannian polyhedra. Let us recall some essential facts about this construction. In [4] , the second author define a process:
, in the following way:
where τ i are the stopping times such that, for all i ∈ N, the real random variable (τ i −τ i+1 ) is exponentially distributed and τ 0 = 0; Υ η is the generalized geodesic flow (see [2] ); D is the one point compactification of K (because K is semicompact) and ξ is the life time of Y η t ; Z is a unit tangent vector randomly chosen in the link of the point Υ ηZ i−1 (ω) (τ i (ω)) with respect to the volume measure (link is viewed as a spherical Riemannian polyhedron), where Z 0 (ω) is also a unit tangent vector randomly chosen in the link of the starting point.
In [4] it is also proved that Y η t (for η ∈ (0, 1]) is a continuous Markov process, for each η > 0, Y η generate a measure µ η on the space C(R + , K) := {f : R + → K, f continuous} and µ η has a subsequence which converges to a measure W on C(R + , K), called Wiener measure. This Wiener measure generate Brownian motions in the Riemannian polyhedra, such that the transition functions of the generated Brownian motions are just the projections of the Wiener measure on K (see for details [4] ).
Proposition 3.1 The transition function W t associate to the K-valued Brownian motion, is stochastically continuous.
Proof:
It is enough to show that for r > 0: 
where CB(p, r) denote the complementary of the ball B(p, r) in K.
On the other hand,
which is equal to:
Using (1), the proof is achieved. 
Proposition 3.2 The Brownian motion (B t ) t 0 on Riemannian polyhedra has an infinitesimal generator L defined on a Banach subspace D L which is dense in the space
C c (K) (i.e. for every f ∈ D L , Lf := lim t→0 E[f (Bt)]−f (B 0 ) t uniformly
Brownian motion and Harmonic functions.
Let (K, g) be an admissible Riemannian polyhedron, of dimension n, endowed with continuous simplexwise smooth metrics.
For p ∈ K, let B = (Ω, F 
where E[f (B t∧τu )] is the expectation with respect to B t∧τu .
Proof:
There are two cases to investigate:
If p is in the topological interior of some n-dimensional simplex, using [12] or [14] , then (4.1) clearly holds in this case.
Case 2:
Let p be in the ((n − 1) − skeleton)\((n − 2) − skeleton). Suppose that p is in the topological interior of the ((n − 1) − simplex), S n−1 . Let S 
The exponential map of the normal bundle ⊥ l ( 0 S n−1 ) is defined:
By O'Neill's or Gray's result (see [20] , p.199-200, or [15] , p.16), there exist a η > 0 such that the normal neighborhood
be a open ball centered in p and ray ε.
Using Greene-Wu's result (cf. [16] ), in the rest of the paper, we choose a coordinate system (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n−1 ) in B(p, ε) ∩ 0 S n−1 , such that each x i , i = 1, ..., n − 1, is a smooth harmonic function (because K is also simplexwise smooth). Now, we take η small enough, such that in the open tubular neighborhood B(p, ε) ∩ U l η , l = 1, ..., k, of p in S l n , we associate to each point q ∈ B(p, ε) ∩ U l η , l = 1, ..., k it's Fermi coordinates with respect to the submanifold 0 S n−1 . In other words, each point q ∈ B(p, ε) ∩ U l η , l = 1, ..., k, is characterized by a pair (π(q), r l ), where π(q) is the unique orthogonal projection of q on B(p, ε) ∩ 0 S n−1 and r l = d(q, π(q)) viewed as a real coordinate on the unique orthogonal geodesic to 0 S n−1 , joining q and π(q).
By this choice of coordinates, the system of coordinates on B(p, ε)∩U l η , l = 1, ..., k, becomes harmonic.
For any l = 1, ..., k, in the neighborhood B(p, ε) ∩ U l η the Laplace -Beltrami operator has the form:
But our system coordinates is a Fermi one, g ir l , g r l j are zero and moreover the coordinates are also harmonic the terms ∆ l r l and ∆ l x i are zero. So the LaplaceBeltrami operator reduce to :
The family ( l g) l of the metrics is supposed to be continuous, thus the restrictions of each l g, l = 1, 2, ..., k to S n−1 are equal. Consequently the term
is independent of the choice of l and the global Laplacian in K, at a point p in the chosen map can be written:
Now for a point p 1 ∈ B(p, ε) ∩ U l η , the second order Taylors development of f , at the point p in the fixed map (see above), has the form:
If we denote π(p 1 ) the geodesic orthogonal projection of p 1 on 0 S n−1 , then the ξ's which appear in (6) are completely defined as follows:
and (ξ 1 , ..., ξ n−1 ) is the tangent vector to the minimal curve joining p and π(p 1 ) in 0 S n−1 with respect to the metric g | 0 S n−1 .
Actually, for t ≪ η ∧ ε (then B t∧τu ∈ B(p, ε) ∩ S l n ), the relation (6) becomes:
Then,
As proved in ( [4] ), the K-valued Brownian motion (B t ) t 0 , behaves, inside every nsimplex as a standard Brownian motion with values in Riemannian n-dimensional manifolds, hits almost surely the ((n − 1) − skeleton)\((n − 2) − skeleton), and it continues it's motion by choosing with equal probabilities a maximal face. Now using Baxter-Cachon's results (see [3] ) and the fact that t ≪ η ∧ ε, we have:
where
By [14] , (32.5, p.80), we obtain :
and for the last expectation, if X t 0 is a one dimensional real standard Brownian motion with starting point zero, we have:
So we deduce that:
which ends the proof of the theorem.
Lemma 4.2 Using the same notation as in the Proposition 3.2, the space
c (K) {function of class C 2 in the interior of the n−simplexes and the (n−1)−simplexes}.
Proof:
All the functions considered are supposed to be at least of class C 2 in the interior of each n−simplex and each (n − 1)simplex.
By Theorem 4.1, for f ∈ W ψLf dµ g .
Consider now an operatorL defined weakly on the space W 1,2 c (K) by:
It is clear that:
On the other hand, the Brownian motion almost surly never hits the (n − 2)−skeleton, soL is also an infinitesimal generator associate to the transition probability W t of the Brownian motion. But by Proposition 3.3, W t is stochastically continuous and the space W 
is a local martingale, where τ u := inf {t > 0/B t / ∈ U} the first exit time of B t from U.
By construction, the Brownian motion (B t ) t 0 almost surely never hits the (n − 2)-skeleton.
Suppose that f is harmonic, then:
So the process χ {B p t / ∈((n−2)−skeleton)} f (B p t∧τu )is local martingale, for every p ∈ U \ ((n − 2) − skeleton). But this last process is almost surely equal to f (B p t ) so the process f (B p t ) is also a locale martingale. Conversely, suppose that for every p ∈ U \ ((n − 2) − skeleton), f (B p t∧τu ) is a local martingale. Then by classical theory, this implies that f is harmonic on each U \ ((n − 2) − skeleton), so is an E-minimizer on each U \ ((n − 2) − skeleton). Then we have for every ψ ∈ W 1,2 (K),
We infer that f is a continuous locally E-minimizer map on K, which means that f is harmonic on U. 
Suppose that ϕ is a harmonic map. By Theorem 4.3, for all p ∈ U \ ((n − 2) − skeleton), the process: is obviously a continuous local martingale but it is also almost surely equal (using 10 and 12) to the process:
is also a continuous local martingale for any p ∈ K \ ((n − 2) − skeleton), which means, by definition, that X ϕ(p) • C s is a Brownian motion on N. " ⇐ " Conversely, suppose that for any p ∈ K \ ((n − 2) − skeleton), (ϕ(B p t )) t 0 is a Brownian motion on N up to a change of time.
Let V be an open set of N such that ϕ −1 (V ) ⊂ U, where U is taken as in the hypothesis of the theorem. Let f : V → R be a local harmonic function on N.
Fix p 0 ∈ U \ ((n − 2) − skeleton) with ϕ(p 0 ) ∈ V and τ denote the first exit time of (B So we have shown that for every p 0 ∈ U \((n−2)−skeleton) and for every harmonic function on N, (f • ϕ(B In other words,we have shown that ϕ pulls-back harmonic function on N to harmonic function on K \ ((n − 2) − skeleton). But we have already proved in the proof of the Theorem (4.3) that harmonic function on K \ ((n − 2) − skeleton) are harmonic on K.
We conclude that ϕ is a harmonic morphism.
